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TL;DR: Buy the eye-catching Dyson TP02 Pure Cool Link Air Cleaner Tower for just $299.99 at Best Buy, on June 25. As we continue to spend more time indoors, it is still important to remember the importance of fresh, clean air. While sometimes socially remote walking outside is important, we can't neglect to keep our premises free of dust and allergens
with a convenient air purifier. And now it's easier than ever to avoid the sweltering air at home with stylish air purifier Dyson for sale right now. Save more with Dyson TP02 Pure Cool Link Tower Air Purifier on sale for $299.99 in Best Buy. Although only available in blue, you can't say no to a $200 discount in addition to free shipping or a contactless curb
pickup. Even if the blue doesn't vibe with your decor, the Dyson TP02 will blend anywhere with a subtle and sleek design. Recommended for rooms up to 400 square feet in size, TP02 removes up to 99.97 percent of allergens. This includes particles up to 0.3 microns in size, such as dust, pollen, mold and pet dander. As the weather warms up, it also
provides a double charge with a cooling fan that is perfect for summer. TP02 is also best suited for those who prefer a cleaner that is easier to clean. Without external blades, it's easy to erase, and replacing filters is a cinch. Light sleepers also sniff the night time mode, which adapts to the quietest settings and darkens the LED display. To control all these fun
features, there is a handy magnetic remote that attaches to the top of the tower. If you still somehow manage to lose your remote control, just download the Dyson Link app to monitor it and monitor your air quality at a glance. You deserve to enjoy the clean, fresh air even if stuck inside. So if you want a powerful air purifier that looks good to boot, then
consider the Dyson TP02 while it's still on sale. Digital trends can earn a commission when you buy on links on our website. Sinusitis and allergic rhinitis are often caused by allergens in the air. It will continue to return unless appropriate action is taken. One step you can take to prevent it is to clean the air in your home. Just ahead of Prime Day, Best Buy
gives out a cool $100 price tag on the Dyson TP01 Pure Cool Tower Air Cleaner and Fan. You can have yours today for stealing only $300 instead of $400. Dyson Pure Cool removes air pollution with its cleaning fan. It captures 99.97% of particles up to 0.3 microns using high-efficiency air particulates Filter. Allergens like mold, dust, pollen, and pet dander
will be destroyed for the clean and healthy air you will breathe. Pure Cool Tower has an LED display with simple and intuitive controls. You can feel confident about air quality because it displays real-time gas and particle reports on the lcd screen. In response to the recognized dangers, the cleaner will release cool and clean air to combat Pollutants. Standing
at 40.1 inches tall, this air purifier can clear up to 172 square feet of recommended room size. It weighs about 7.9 pounds and has a width and depth of 7.7 inches. With its sleek design, it can fit nicely in the corner of any room without taking up much space. It also has a 6.6-inch cord long for sure access to the socket. This device is not a typical air purifier-
type box. He has a fan, but it's a less blade. It uses well-designed vacuum technology to disperse fresh air throughout the room. The variable speed selector allows you to set the fan speed for user work from levels 1 to 10. Noise pollution between fan level 1 and 4 does not exist, while at level 10 is certainly noticeable. The device is easy to set up. Full of the
remote control function allows you to control the settings of the device from all over the room. The timer helps reduce energy consumption through pre-installed operations. To replace the filter, the light indicator is turned on, so you'll know when to change its filter. Best Buy usually sells this item for $400, but cuts $100 off its price. Take advantage of this
sweet deal and get the Dyson TP01 Pure Cool Tower Air Cleaner and Fan today for a cool price of $300. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. Prices, details, and availability of products and deals in this post may be subject to change at any time. Make
sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase. Digital Trends can earn commissions on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Recommendation editors Dyson wants to patent a new technology that combines the look of over-ear headphones with a built-in air purifier. The company's goal is
to combat the adverse effects of urban air pollution. The patent was originally filed in July 2018 and published on January 29. The headset does not fully cover the mouth and nose, but still pumps through filtered air with a strip. When the strip is not in use, it can be folded. By providing an air delivery socket at the end of a conventional microphone arm, this
worn-out cleaner should be able to provide a more accurate delivery of purified air to the user's nose and/or mouth than a neck-worn cleaner, the patent description says. Although they look like headphones, they won't play music for your ears. Instead, some of the wearable cleaner headphones contain inside the engines that control the airflow. The engines
rotate at 12,000 rpm, which can be about 1.4 litres of air Wait a second. Dyson Dyson said in a patent that he hopes to make wearing air purifiers more socially acceptable to wear in public rather than wearing a face mask that covers most of your face. No No. the first wearable air purifier that hopes to be more stylish and restrained in its design. At the
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in January, Ao Air debuted Atmos Faceware: a clear mask that goes across your face, covering your nose and mouth. The mask includes fans inside that adapt to the breath and clean air coming from the mask at about 240 liters per minute. Both AO Air and Dyson said they are trying to address rising levels of air pollution
around the world. In places with particularly high levels of air pollution, many people have recognized the benefits of minimizing their exposure to these pollutants and are therefore taken to wear a face mask for the purpose of filtering at least some of the pollutants present in the air before it reaches the mouth and nose, Dyson's patent says. Especially with
the growing public fear of infectious diseases transmitted by airborne droplets like coronavirus, personal air filters could soon be a common technology gadget. However, a patent does not mean that the technology will become a real product. A Dyson spokesman told Digital Trends that only a few of their patents actually make it to market. We are constantly
creating destructive solutions to problems, which means that we file a lot of patents - some of which make it to the market, while others don't. If and when the product is ready, we will be happy to go through it, but until then we do not comment on our patents, the spokesman said. Editors' Recommendations (Pocket-lint) - We're big fans of Dyson's (haha)
range of air purifiers and heaters and the new Pure Cryptomic series is set to do even more to get rid of pollutants and irritants in your home air. Dyson's Airwrap styler gives you cooler curls, waves and blow indeed, new models - available in fan-only and fan-plus-heater (Hot Cool) versions with familiar fan air multiplier vibrations - even get rid of
formaldehyde now without replacing expensive charcoal filters. Again they can be used with the Dyson Pure Link app. There are stacks of common household items that contain formaldehyde, including some furniture, but also paints and varnishes. The display on the new Cryptomic fans will show you the polluting readings as it works away, and the device
can be tilted if you want. The new models follow from the Pure Cool Tower fans we previously covered, but they use Cryptomelane as a catalyst for a reaction to filter out toxins - the filter never needs replacing. This material means that the fan can deal with smaller particles than ever before. Dyson Author Dan Grabham. (Pocket-lint) - Dyson has announced
the launch of a number of new cleaners for those who would like to know the air, they breathe as clean as it can be given that many spend up to 90 percent of their day indoors, according to a recent World Health Organization health organization The new cleaners, which will come in both desktop and standalone options, will feature an LCD screen that
shows which pollutants are in the air at any given time in real time. By telling you that you are breathing, machines will capture any pollutants using a 360 degree fully sealed filter system combining activated carbon filter to remove gases, and the Glass HEPA filter, which captures 99.95 percent of microscopic allergens and pollutants up to 0.1 microns. The
machine can project 290 liters of purified air per second on every corner of the room, which should be enough for most homes.4 best cameras to get you started on your home security journey (promo)DysonMoyoeg doubling as a fan in the summer, Dyson Pure Cool fan cleaning features a unique new diffuse mode. Along with the air-forward rewind mode
that cools you like a fan with purified air, there is now a scattered air flow or cleaning-only mode that can be used when you want to clear the air but don't want the cool air blowing on you. Like previous cleaners from the company, the new models will work with the company's Dyson Link app on both iOS and Android.The app allows you to track indoor and
outdoor pollution, temperature and humidity, as well as check the filter. You will control it through Alexa. Alternatively, you can control it when you are away from home. Dyson Pure Cool Cleaning Fans is priced from 399.99 pounds and is available for pre-order via Dyson.co.uk March 6. The machines will be available from March 26. Written by Stuart Miles.
Miles.
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